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About This Game

Gaygarin: In deep as's'pace - a fun space platformer that tells of the astronaut's adventures in the deep .. space? Yes exactly.
Having visited each of the 8 ( not sure ) planets, you need to collect the fallen stars and be able to return to your ship.

Yes, we know that the stars are really huge, just are far away. And we will have small stars.
Why did they fall? Well ... Enough is spoiling our plot, just accept this, okay?

You will need all of your agility, ingenuity, strength and ability to press on arrows to pass all the tests.
Colorful landscapes of distant space, unknown planets and constellations are waiting for us, well, that is you, we have already

played enough.
And look at our logo, so I did it almost an hour .. Honestly, why should I lie?

You think you would do better in an hour, oh, everything, write to us on the mail for communication and send a logo, or have
already changed your mind?

So come on, pick up the stars and fly away from here .. Well, that is from where you will be playing.

Features:

- Colorful space landscapes
- The atmosphere of distant space, this is not the first point that I paraphrased, there is very .. Atmosphere .. Here ..

- Excellent soundtrack, our musician has surpassed himself .. According to him)
- Fascinating gameplay, stars, ships .. your child would be playing, but it's all very difficult, I even could not get through the first

location .. oh
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Publisher:
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Release Date: 1 Sep, 2018
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel celeron

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 480

Storage: 200 MB available space
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Great little puzzle game with a relaxing atmosphere and approachable mechanics. Nails the minimalism while having a silky
smooth progression and avoiding becoming too overwhelming in the later levels. I highly recommend SiNKR for times when
you just want to sit back, relax, and solve a few puzzles.. Its a lot of fun and its an ok price. Just ok. But expect no more content
to come out for this game as the last update for it was in 2016. So over a year of silence. Youll have about 10 hours of game
time on this. Maybe. As you can clearly see if only have 8.2 hours as of right now.. Awesome, the amount of detail in the mesh
compared with the stock one is mind blowing, is like playing a whole different game. game is not a game. Initially due to the
graphics I thought this was a kids game.. I was mistaken. Its a pretty fun push style game where you get full customizable control
of your units. It can feel a bit spammy in the beginning but as you get to later levels more strategy is involved with how you
build your units. Overall a really cool idea executed well, only downside is the MP seems to be a bit dead.. This is a very
challenging game. It is frustrating. It is also VERY fun and gives you a real sense of accomplishment for getting past obstacles
and levels. I was lucky enough to have KillerPokeGames, the developer, in my stream last night and It was just an amazing time
playing this. I was playing this for over 8 hours, died over 1500 times, and had a blast!. First off, I LOVE this game!
Having read the Bible for years, seeing these characters come to life like this has been simply amazing. Never thought I would
see a game like this that was this good.

Pros- The art design is great, audio and music excellent.
Combat can be as fun or as boring as you make it. Plenty of skills and tactics to make things interesting. For me it was fun,
slamming enemies into the ground-kicking them across the screen, though it would be simple enough to just click through the
levels boringly.
Tons of loot, varying styles of armor and weapons keep things interesting and item stats help to shape character builds.
The Old Testament setting is my favorite aspect of the game to be honest.

Cons- Biggest would be bugs. Haven't hit to many, but they are there. But then again I have seen some pretty massive AAA
games with more bugs (Here is looking at you Fallout 4).
I would like more interesting things to buy with my Shekels, I am fairly far in and haven't seen anything worth buying. Just been
donating to the beggars...
Combat skills are hit and miss. There are some really cool ones, but I think they needed more balancing. One skill in a tier can
be far more powerful that another skill for no apparent reason whatsoever. Plenty of good ones to choose from though.

Summary- If you like ARPGs and want a unique setting, its an easy sell. Also if you have any interest in the Bible and Old
Testament times, I highly recommend.
If you are wanting the next big thing this may not be it. Also, while the game is definitely not preachy it is about the Bible. So if
you have no interest in that it may not be for you.
So basically, as an ARPG game it has a good many merits and some flaws. As a game set in Biblical times it is the absolute best
I have ever seen.
. Great game if you enjoy obtuse grand strategy kind of like Paradoxs main games. But it is kind of choppy even on a high end
system and crashes within an hour every time. If that ever gets fixed get it but it has been forever. Consider their WW1 game
intead.. Ruby & Majesty is a fantastic puzzle-based action-exploration game. It was designed with solo play in mind, hence the
extremely simple controls (one joystick per character, no buttons needed outside of menus), but the puzzles are compelling and
creative enough that playing with a friend is still a rich and satisfying experience. Plus, as the characters each have their own
unique roles to play in every puzzle, playing with a friend essentially nets you two games in one-- just switch controllers and
start a new game, perhaps in Flipped mode for an even fresher experience.

I have one complaint, and it's regarding the ending I've found: there is very little attention drawn to its location, and this fact
more than anything makes it feel very lackluster . However, there are some extremely hard post-game puzzles to contend with,
and from everything I've seen so far I get the feeling this game has much more to offer in terms of lore and gameplay.

Speaking of which, I'm really excited to see what people manage to come up with in the Steam workshop as well, and I'll
definitely be experimenting there myself eventually. There's definitely opportunity for both devilishly hard reflex tests and for
mind-twisting button and wall gauntlets.

You should definitely buy this game, and nab the soundtrack off of Bandcamp while you're at it. Share it with a friend or enjoy
it on your own. Embrace a better future.
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This is the best value purchase I've ever done on steam to date.

I gve this a solid 9.5/10. I paid 0.67 cents CAD, amazing!. this game is amazing, beautiful remake of nostalgic feeling game, i
cant quite put my thumb on it, buuut its amazing, 10\/10 for someone like adam, he made beautiful titles, and a game that makes
me ragequit every 2 minutes but i ultimately come back because its so loveable

i do not however, like the bullets. that sh*t was annoying as hell

i ragequit through all the levels and had to take a break, but this game installed so fast and i love the acheivements and
community market items

10\/10 would recommend to your patient family member who likes old games,

10\/10 recommends to a child

10\/10 recommend to someone who likes slow paced jam sessions

though it may be shoddy

its amazing. This game is totally sick. It's incredibly beautiful in a minimalistic way, and the gameplay is addictive, rewarding,
and relaxingly simple. Best $2 i ever spent on a game. I would like to see this concept expanded upon (more kinds of trees?) but
am totally content to dump hours into it as is.. This game has a lot of problems: bad voice acting (german accents mixed with
american ones); the character is very slow to act; worst of all - it has a propensity to freeze during loadings (and there is a lot of
loadings). Which is a pity, because it gives you an insight into the dark days of Germany during World War II.

I cannot recommend it.. hey fam, if you like vivid colours and spaceships and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you
should buy this game, gnomesayin'.
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